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Roll up, roll up, for a free Franke Rollamat
When you are planning your next kitchen revamp, you can
get your hands on a Franke Rollamat, the award-winning
multi-purpose kitchen accessory worth £67.00, free of
charge when purchasing a Mythos MTG Fragranite or
Mythos MTK ceramic sink.
This cleverly designed piece of stainless steel and rubber
can be used for a multitude of tasks. It rolls out onto your
worktop as a trivet to protect the surface from hot and heavy cookware, which can be put
straight on the Rollamat from the oven, hob or grill. It’s also handy for draining glasses or
crockery and pops neatly over the drainer on specific Franke sinks models.
When not in use, its innovative design means it just easily rolls up to be put away.
The Rollamat is automatically included free of charge when you buy a Franke Mythos MTG
Fragranite or Mythos MTK ceramic sink, available from kitchen retailers nationwide.
Further information is available from: 0161 436 6280 or www.franke.co.uk
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Franke’s patented, multi-functional Rollamat can be used
to drain glasses or crockery and doubles as a trivet to
protect worksurfaces from hot and heavy cookware. It now
comes free of charge with the purchase of any Mythos
Fragranite or ceramic (pictured) sink. Usual RRP inc VAT
£65.50. Contact Franke on 0161 436 6280 or
www.franke.co.uk
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Franke’s patented, multi-functional Rollamat. When not in use, its innovative design
means it just easily rolls up to be put away. Contact Franke on 0161 436 6280 or
www.franke.co.uk
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